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COMPRESSED SENSING OF DATA WITH A KNOWN
DISTRIBUTION
MATEO DI´AZ, MAURICIO JUNCA, FELIPE RINCO´N, AND MAURICIO VELASCO
Abstract. Compressed sensing is a technique for recovering an unknown sparse
signal from a small number of linear measurements. When the measurement matrix
is random, the number of measurements required for perfect recovery exhibits a
phase transition: there is a threshold on the number of measurements after which
the probability of exact recovery quickly goes from very small to very large. In this
work we are able to reduce this threshold by incorporating statistical information
about the data we wish to recover. Our algorithm works by minimizing a suitably
weighted `1-norm, where the weights are chosen so that the expected statistical
dimension of the corresponding descent cone is minimized. We also provide new
discrete-geometry-based Monte Carlo algorithms for computing intrinsic volumes
of such descent cones, allowing us to bound the failure probability of our methods.
1. Introduction
The sensing problem consists on trying to recover a signal x0 ∈ Rd from m linear
measurements encoded in a vector y0 := Ax0, where A is a given m × d matrix
with m < d. In the seminal works by Cande`s, Romberg, and Tao [CT05, CRT06]
and Donoho [Don06], the following convex optimization algorithm is proposed as a
possible solution:
(P) ∆(y0) := arg min
x∈Rd
‖x‖1 s.t. Ax = y0.
We say that the problem (P) is successful or that it performs a perfect recovery for
A and x0 if it has a unique solution and this solution is x0. We cannot expect this
method to work for arbitrary signals and measurements; by taking m strictly less
than d we are collapsing dimensions and consequently losing information. However,
if A ∈ Rm×d is a random matrix with independent Gaussian entries, it is shown
in [CRT06, Don06] that this method is successful with very high probability for all
sufficiently sparse vectors, i.e., vectors with a low number of non-zero entries.
These success guarantees were obtained by proving that matrices with Gaussian
entries satisfy the so-called Restricted Isometry Property with high probability (for
suitable choices of m and d), and that this condition is sufficient to guarantee that
(P) is successful for all sufficiently sparse vectors x0.
Although the Restricted Isometry Property is a sufficient condition for (P) to
be successful, it does not explain the phase transition phenomenon exhibited by
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the probability of perfect recovery: If the number of measurements exceeds certain
level related to the sparsity of the signal, exact recovery is obtained with very high
probability, and if the number of measurements is below this level, exact recovery
occurs with very small probability. Much of the later work has thus focused on
understanding the geometry behind this phase transition phenomenon. We now
discuss some of these results in detail, as they are relevant for the approach taken in
this paper.
Definition 1.1. (Descent Cone) For a point x0 ∈ Rd and f : Rd → R a convex
function, the descent cone D(f,x0) of f at x0 is given by
D(f,x0) := cone{x− x0 : f(x) ≤ f(x0)}.
In other words, the descent cone is the cone generated by all directions from x0 in
which f decreases. The following simple but very useful theorem relates the geometry
of descent cones to the recovery problem.
Theorem 1.2. ([CRPW12]) The compressed sensing method (P) is successful for A
and x0 if and only if D(‖ · ‖1,x0) ∩ ker(A) = {0}.
If A ∈ Rm×d is a random matrix with i.i.d. entries N(0, 1) then ker(A) is uniformly
distributed over the Grassmannian Gr(d−m,Rd) of (d−m)-dimensional subspaces
of Rd (see for instance [GNP14]). It follows that if K is a fixed subspace of dimension
d−m and Q ∈ O(d) is a random rotation matrix, chosen with the Haar measure on
O(d), then
PA{(P) is successful for x0 and A} = PQ {D(‖ · ‖1,x0) ∩QK = {0}} .
The problem of computing the probability that a random subspace intersects a
given cone is a central problem in integral geometry, and there are explicit formulas
for this probability in terms of the so-called intrinsic volumes. For the purposes of
this paper we will only describe the basic concepts related to our problem, and we
refer the reader to [SW08, AL15] for a more extended treatment. We follow the
point of view presented in [ALMT14], where the concept of statistical dimension of
a cone is introduced as the key invariant to understand phase transitions. An alter-
native approach to phase transitions is presented in [CRPW12] in terms of Gaussian
widths of descent cones. Such phase transitions can also be interpreted as a qualita-
tive change in the facial structure of polyhedra (crosspolytopes or simplices) under
random projections (see [DT09] and [VS87] for details).
Let C ⊆ Rd be any closed convex set, and let x ∈ Rd. The projection of x onto C
is piC(x) := arg min {‖x− y‖2 : y ∈ C}.
Definition 1.3. (Intrinsic Volumes) Let C be a polyhedral cone in Rd. For each
0 ≤ k ≤ d, the kth intrinsic volume νk(C) is given by
νk(C) := Pg{piC(g) lies in the interior of a k-dimensional face of C},
where g is a standard normal random vector in Rd.
There are many interesting results concerning intrinsic volumes, and also many
open questions; see [SW08, ALMT14, AL15]. The intrinsic volumes of a cone C give
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rise to a discrete probability measure over the set {0, 1, . . . , d}. The expected value
of a random variable with this distribution is called the statistical dimension of C.
Definition 1.4. (Statistical Dimension) Let C ⊆ Rd be a polyhedral cone. The
statistical dimension δ(C) is
δ(C) :=
d∑
k=0
kνk(C).
For many theoretical results it is useful to have the following equivalent definition.
Lemma 1.5. ([ALMT14]) If C ⊆ Rd is a polyhedral cone then its statistical dimen-
sion is equal to
δ(C) := Eg[‖piC(g)‖22],
where g is a standard normal random vector in Rd.
The statistical dimension of the cone D(‖ · ‖1,x0) seems to be very close to the
inflection point of the phase transition. A similar observation was made in [CRPW12]
using the concept of Gaussian width. More precisely, given a convex function f :
Rd → R and x0 ∈ Rd, consider the convex optimization problem
(Pf ) min
x∈Rd
f(x) s.t. Ax = Ax0.
Theorem 1.6. ([ALMT14]) Fix a tolerance η ∈ (0, 1). Let x0 ∈ Rd, f : Rd → R a
convex function, and A ∈ Rm×d a random matrix with i.i.d. entries N(0, 1). Then,
m ≤ δ(D(f,x0))− aη
√
d =⇒ (Pf ) succeeds with probability ≤ η
m ≥ δ(D(f,x0)) + aη
√
d =⇒ (Pf ) succeeds with probability ≥ 1− η,
where aη :=
√
8 log(4/η).
The proof of this theorem is based on the kinematic formula from integral ge-
ometry, which relates the probability of success with the intrinsic volumes of the
corresponding descent cone.
Definition 1.7. Let C ⊆ Rd a closed convex cone. For each k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , d}, the
kth tail functional is defined as
tk(C) :=
d∑
j=k
νj(C).
Similarly, the kth half-tail functional is defined as
hk(C) :=
d∑
j=k
j−k even
νj(C).
Theorem 1.8. (Kinematic formula [AL15]) Let C ⊆ Rd a closed convex cone and
L ⊆ Rd a linear subspace of dimension d−m. Then
PQ {C ∩QL = {0}} = 1− 2hm+1(C).
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Remark 1.9. It is shown in [ALMT14] that for each closed convex cone C ⊆ Rd
that is not a linear subspace,
2hk(C) ≥ tk(C) ≥ 2hk+1(C) for k = 0, 1, 2, · · · , d− 1.
Thus, combining the previous two results, we conclude that 1 − tm(D(‖ · ‖1,x0)) is
very close to the exact probability of perfect recovery. We can therefore think of the
probability of failure as a “tail estimate” of the distribution of intrinsic volumes.
Unfortunately, even for polyhedral cones such as D(‖ · ‖1,x0), there is no simple
closed formula for intrinsic volumes. One of the main contributions of this work is to
present an efficient algorithm to estimate these intrinsic volumes via a combination
of discrete geometry and Monte Carlo simulations (Section 3).
Our aim: compressed sensing and statistics. In the most common setup for
Compressed Sensing, the only assumption about the signal x0 is that it is sparse.
However, in real applications this signal is often a random vector whose distribution
can be approximated by using its previous realizations, i.e., historical information
on the signal. It is therefore natural to ask: Can we modify the compressive sensing
paradigm to use to our advantage this extra distributional information? This new
setting opens the possibility of further reducing the number of measurements m
needed for perfect recovery.
The main contribution of this article is to answer this question affirmatively by
weighting the norm used in the recovery procedure. More specifically, we consider
the optimization problem
(Pw) ∆w(y0) = arg min
x∈Rd
‖x‖w1 s.t. Ax = y0.
where ‖x‖w1 =
d∑
i=1
wi|xi| and w ∈ Rd is a vector of weights to be specified.
We study the question of how to choose weights in order to reduce the number m of
measurements necessary for perfect recovery. Our main contributions are organized
as follows:
(1) In Section 2 we introduce the idea of random descent cones and the related
concepts of expected statistical dimension and expected intrinsic volumes.
We show in Theorem 2.4 that the expected statistical dimension δ(w) plays
a key role in phase transitions of compressive sensing of random signals.
(2) Motivated by (1), in Theorem 2.7 we give analytic formulas, depending on
the distribution of the signal x0, for weights which minimize an upper bound
on the expected statistical dimension.
(3) Aiming to analyze the quality of the bound in (2), in Section 3 we study the
geometry of the descent cones for the weighted norms ‖ · ‖w1 . In Theorem 3.4
we give closed formulas for the projection maps onto such cones. Using these
explicit formulas, we introduce new Monte Carlo algorithms for efficiently
computing the expected statistical dimension and the failure probabilities for
weighted compressed sensing.
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These Monte Carlo algorithms allow us to see that the upper bound ob-
tained in (2) and the actual value of the expected statistical dimension are
often very close (see Section 5.1). We also discover that there are distribu-
tions for which minimizing the expected statistical dimension underperforms
the unweighted approach in some regimes (see Section 5.2 for an example).
(4) In Section 4 we give a second discrete-geometry based Monte Carlo algo-
rithm to search for weights which are local minima of the expected statistical
dimension, via stochastic gradient descent.
(5) Finally, in Section 5 we test the performance of our algorithms in a few
numerical examples. The examples suggest that the weighted approach is
often superior to the unweighted approach. Our experiments suggest that
this occurs in cases of practical interest such as brain MRI data. Section 6
contains the conclusions and discusses a few open problems.
Related work. Compressed sensing with prior information has been studied in the
past under different models. In each model the known information is different. For
example, the paper [MDR14] analyzes the case where a signal similar to the one to
be recovered is known beforehand. Also, [VL10, FMSY12] assume information about
the support of the signal x0. Specifically, the first paper assumes to know part of
the support entries, and the second one assumes to have prior knowledge about the
support location. All these analyses mainly rely on the Restricted Isometry Property,
an approach that we do not pursue in this work.
The idea of using weighted `1-minimization in this subject was first introduced
in [CWB08]. This paper proposes an iterative algorithm with dynamic weights to
reduce the number of necessary measurements to recover the signal. Weighted `1-
minimization has also been investigated under probabilistic hypotheses. The papers
[Xu10, KXH+09] consider the case in which the allowed non-zero entries of the vector
fall into two sets, and each set has a different probability of being non-zero; [KXH+11]
generalizes this model to n sets (our numerical example 5.1 falls into this setting).
The article [MP15] considers a Bayesian setting, where the entries are independent
and the probability of being non-zero is given by a continuous function. This paper
independently obtained a result analogous to Theorem 2.7 below, but our methods
give the first tools to systematically explore their quality. The study done in this work
is based on Grassmmann angles; our approach using intrinsic volumes is implicitly
related to these concepts.
Weighted `1-minimization has also recently been used in other contexts. For in-
stance, [RW15] develops a theory about the use of weighted norms to better inter-
polate smooth functions that are also sparse. Similarly, [SRR15] uses a weighting
function w(·) to tackle the problem of superresolution imagining. In particular, the
paper studies how to recover a point measure that encodes a signal by using a convex
algorithm and a relatively small set of measurements for this signal.
2. Compressed sensing with a priori distributions
Let X0 ∈ Rd be the data we wish to recover and assume that X0 follows some
known distribution F . In order to reduce the number of necessary measurements m,
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we aim to increase the probability of (P) being successful. Theorem 1.2 gives us a
good insight on what we can do. Imagine that we have a particular point x′ with
very high probability. Then, if we can modify the `1-norm in order to sharpen the
descent cone at x′ and reduce the probability of intersection with the kernel of A, we
should be able to increase the probability of perfect recovery; see Figure 1. How to
obtain a good modification of the `1-norm based on the distribution F is explained
in this section.
Figure 1. The blue points are x′, the polytopes are the `1 and `w1
balls and the green planes are the ker(A) + x′.
Definition 2.1. (w-weighted `1-norm) For a fixed vector w ∈ Rd>0, the `w1 -norm
is given by
‖x‖w1 =
d∑
i=1
wi|xi|.
Note that by modifying the weights we are able to deform the descent cones.
Consider the optimization problem
(Pw) ∆w(y0) = arg min
x∈Rd
‖x‖w1 s.t. Ax = y0.
We say that the problem (Pw) is successful or performed a perfect recovery for A
and x0 if it has a unique solution and this solution is x0, where y0 := Ax0.
Definition 2.2. Let X0 ∼ F be a random vector in Rd and A ∈ Rm×d a random
matrix with i.i.d. entries N(0, 1) independent of X0. For a given vector w ∈ Rd>0 we
define the success probability as
s(w) = PA,X0{(Pw) is successful for A and X0}.
Let [d] := {1, 2, . . . , d}. If x ∈ Rd, its support is supp(x) := {i ∈ [d] : xi 6= 0}.
If B is the `w1 ball of radius ||x||w1 , the support of x determines which face of B the
vector x lies in. It follows that all vectors with a fixed support I ⊆ [d] have the same
descent cone D(‖ · ‖w1 ,x). We will thus adopt the notation D(I,w) := D(‖ · ‖w1 ,x)
where x has support I. In this way we focus on the distribution induced by F over
the subsets I of [d].
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Definition 2.3. (Expected intrinsic volumes) For a fixed vector w ∈ Rd>0 and
X0 ∼ F a random vector, we consider the random descent cone D (supp(X0),w) and
define the kth expected intrinsic volume as
ν¯k(w) = EX0 [νk(D (supp(X0),w))] ,
for k = 0, . . . , d.
We define t¯k and h¯k as the tail and the half-tail of the expected intrinsic volumes,
just as in Definition 1.7. It is easy to prove by conditioning that the failure probability
is given by
1− s(w) = 2h¯m+1(w).
Since even in the deterministic case this probability is very hard to compute, in
the next sections we will use our Monte Carlo algorithm to estimate it. We now
concentrate on the behavior of the phase transition in this setting. We begin by
stating a phase-transition Theorem analogous to 1.6 in this setting.
Theorem 2.4. Fix a tolerance η ∈ (0, 1). Let w ∈ Rd>0 be a fixed vector of weights,
X0 ∼ F a random vector, and A ∈ Rm×d a random matrix with i.i.d. entries N(0, 1)
independent from X0. Then
PX0
{
m ≤ δ(D(supp(X0),w))− aη/2
√
d
} ≥ 1− η/2 =⇒ s(w) ≤ η,
PX0
{
m ≥ δ(D(supp(X0),w)) + aη/2
√
d
} ≥ 1− η/2 =⇒ s(w) ≥ 1− η,
where aη/2 :=
√
8 log(8/η).
Proof. We begin with the first implication. For a fixed support I ⊆ [d] we define the
conditional probability
s(I,w) := PA{(Pw) is successful for A and x, where x has support I}.
Also, let qI := PX0{supp(X0) = I}. Fix an m, and let Γ be the collection of supports
containing all the subsets I that satisfy
(2.1) m ≤ δ(D(I,w))− aη/2
√
d.
By conditioning on the support we obtain
s(w) =
∑
I∈Γ
qI s(w, I) +
∑
I∈Γc
qI s(w, I).
Now, by definition, any element of Γ satisfies (2.1), thus we may apply Theorem 1.6
to bound s(w, I) in the first sum with η/2 and in the second one with 1. Then,
s(w) ≤
∑
I∈Γ
qI
η
2
+
∑
I∈Γc
qI
≤ η
2
+
η
2
= η.
The last inequality follows from the hypothesis on Γ; namely, PX0{supp(X0) ∈ Γc} ≤
η/2. An analogous argument proves the second implication. 
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The above theorem implies that the more the distribution of the random variable
δ(D(supp(X0),w)) is concentrated around its mean, the sharper the phase transition
will be. Hence, we introduce the following definition.
Definition 2.5. (Expected statistical dimension) For a fixed vector w ∈ Rd>0
and a X0 ∼ F a random vector, the expected statistical dimension is given by
(2.2) δ(w) := EX0 [δ(D(supp(X0),w))] .
Now, we propose to choose the weights w so as to minimize the expected statistical
dimension. Theorem 2.7 below provides an analytically tractable upper bound for
δ(w) and a description of the weights resulting of minimizing this bound. We begin
with a lemma that allows us to bound the statistical dimension of the cones D(I,w).
Lemma 2.6. For any I ⊆ [d] and w ∈ Rd>0, the statistical dimension of the descent
cone D(I,w) satisfies
δ(D(I,w)) ≤ inf
τ≥0
(
|I|+ τ 2
(∑
i∈I
w2i
)
+
∑
i 6∈I
2√
2pi
∫ ∞
τwi
(u− τwi)2e−u
2
2 du
)
,
where the infimum is achieved at a unique τ > 0.
Proof. This is a special case of Proposition 4.1 in [ALMT14]. Recall that the subd-
ifferential of a convex function f : Rd → R at a point x is defined as
∂f(x) := {z ∈ Rd : f(y) ≥ f(x) + 〈z,y − x〉 for all y ∈ Rd}.
If x ∈ Rd is such that xi > 0 if i ∈ I and xi = 0 otherwise, then for τ ≥ 0 the τ
scaling of the subdifferential of || · ||w1 at x is given by
τ∂||x||w1 :=
{
(z1, . . . , zd) :
{
zi = τwi if i ∈ I,
|zi| ≤ τwi if i 6∈ I.
}
.
Proposition 4.1 in [ALMT14] states that δ(D(I,w)) ≤ infτ≥0 Eg
[
dist2(g, τ∂||x||w1 )
]
,
where g ∈ Rd is a standard normal vector, and that the infimum is achieved at a
unique τ > 0. Since,
(2.3) dist2(g, τ∂||x||w1 ) =
∑
i∈I
(gi − τwi)2 +
∑
i 6∈I
(
(|gi| − τwi)+
)2
,
where (z)+ = z if z > 0 and (z)+ = 0 otherwise, taking expected value the statement
follows. 
Recall that qI = PX0{supp(X0) = I} for I ⊆ [d]. If i ∈ [d], let βi :=
∑
I3i qI . We
assume that 0 < βi < 1 for all i.
Theorem 2.7. For any w ∈ Rd>0 and any τ > 0 the following inequality holds
(2.4) δ(w) ≤ EX0 [| supp(X0)|] +
d∑
j=1
(
βj(τwj)
2 + (1− βj)
[√
2
pi
∫ ∞
τwj
(u− τwj)2e−u
2
2 du
])
.
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The right hand side is minimized if λi := τwi satisfy the equation
(2.5) λi
βi
(1− βi) =
√
2
pi
∫ ∞
λi
(u− λi)e−u
2
2 du.
Proof. Conditioning on supp(X0) we have that
EX0 [δ(D(supp(X0),w))] =
∑
I⊆[d]
δ(D(I,w)) qI .
By Lemma 2.6 we know that the right hand side is bounded for any choice of τI > 0
by ∑
I⊆[d]
qI
(
|I|+ τ 2I
(∑
i∈I
w2i
)
+
∑
i 6∈I
2√
2pi
∫ ∞
τiwi
(u− τIwi)2e−u
2
2 du
)
.
In particular, the inequality holds when all τI coincide with a given value τ . Changing
the order of summations we conclude that EX0 [δ(D(supp(X0),w))] is bounded above
by
∑
I
|I| qI +
d∑
j=1
[
τ 2w2j
(∑
I3j
qI
)
+
(∑
I 63j
qI
)(√
2
pi
∫ ∞
τwj
(u− τwj)2e−u
2
2 du
)]
,
which proves the first claimed inequality. Now, writing the right-hand side of (2.4)
as a function of λ and using (2.3) we obtain
h(λ) : = EX0 [| supp(X0)|] +
d∑
j=1
(
βjλ
2
j + (1− βj)
[√
2
pi
∫ ∞
λj
(u− λj)2e−u
2
2 du
])
= Eg,X0
 ∑
i∈supp(X0)
(gi − λi)2 +
∑
i 6∈supp(X0)
((|gi| − λi)+)2
 ,
where g is a normally distributed random vector in Rd. Since the function inside the
expectation is convex in λ, h(λ) is also convex. It follows that h(λ) is minimized at
any point with ∇h(λ) = 0. The equation ∂h
∂λi
= 0 is equivalent to
λi
βi
(1− βi) =
√
2
pi
∫ ∞
λi
(u− λi)e−u
2
2 du,
and thus (2.5) holds. 
The paper [MP15] independently found a very similar result. In this paper, Misra
and Parrilo consider a Bayesian setting where the entries are independent and the
probability of being non-zero is given by a continuous function, i.e., βi = p(i/d).
If one takes a discrete measure to integrate, then the two methods find the same
optimal weights. The useful feature about our formulation is the fact that equation
(2.5) allows us to use a simple binary search algorithm to efficiently find these weights.
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3. Estimating intrinsic volumes for weighted crosspolytopes
In order to estimate the quality of the bound in Theorem 2.7 we need to calculate
the actual expected statistical dimension. A method to do so is to approximate the
corresponding intrinsic volumes, and for that we need to understand the projections
onto descent cones D(I,w) arising from weighted norms. This is the main objective
of this section. We begin by deriving formulas for piC when C is the descent cone
generated by a weighted crosspolytope. These formulas will allow us to determine
the dimension of the unique face of C whose relative interior contains piC(z) for any
z, and in particular, to propose an efficient Monte Carlo method to estimate the
intrinsic volumes of C.
Let e0, . . . , ed be the canonical basis of Rd+1 and fix positive weights w1, . . . , wd. Let
S : Rd+1 → Rd+1 be the map S(x0, x1, . . . , xd) = (x0, w1x1, . . . , wdxd). If σ : Rd+1 →
Rd+1 acts by permuting the last d components, define the weighted permutation
σw := S
−1 ◦ σ ◦ S.
For a real number a > 0 let C = cone{e0/a ± ei/wi : i = 1, . . . d}. The cone C is
the cone over a d-dimensional crosspolytope. For i = 1, . . . , d define ui = e0/a+ei/wi
and vi = −ae0 +
∑i
r=1wrer −
∑d
r=i+1wrer.
Lemma 3.1. The following statements hold:
(1) C is invariant under sign changes and weighted permutations σw of the last
d components.
(2) The dual cone C∗ := {y ∈ Rd+1 : ∀x ∈ C(ytx ≤ 0)} is given by
C∗ = cone{−ae0 ± w1e1 ± w2e2 ± · · · ± wded}.
In particular C∗ is combinatorially equivalent to a cone over the d-dimensional
cube.
(3) Up to weighted permutations and sign changes of the last d components, every
k-dimensional face of C is of the form F = cone{u1, . . . ,uk}, for 1 ≤ k ≤ d.
In particular, every proper face of C is a simplicial cone.
(4) The face F∨ := {y ∈ C∗ : ∀x ∈ F (ytx = 0)} dual to F = cone{u1, . . . ,uk} is
given by
F∨ = cone{−ae0 +
∑k
i=1 wiei ± wk+1ek+1 · · · ± wded}.
Proof. (1) Changing the sign of any of the last d components or applying any weighted
permutation σw only permutes the generators of C and therefore fixes the cone. (2)
If (y0, . . . , yd) ∈ C∗ then y0/a ± yi/wi ≤ 0 so |yi/wi| ≤ −ay0 for i = 1, . . . , d. This
is a rescaling of the usual inequalities defining the cone over a cube. As a result
the extreme rays of the cone defined by these inequalities are given by rescaling the
vertices of the cube, and are therefore of the form −ae0 ± w1e1 ± w2e2 ± · · · ± wded
as claimed. (3) A proper face of C cannot contain two opposite rays e0/a + ei/wi
and e0/a − ei/wi of C, as then it would contain the interior point 2e0/a. Up to
permutations and sign changes from (1), every subset of the generators of C not
containing opposite rays is of the form {u1, . . . ,uk} for some k = 0, . . . , d. Every
such set is obviously linearly independent. We will show that F is a face of C
by verifying that the element τ = −ae0 + w1e1 + · · · + wkek is an element of C∗
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which vanishes precisely at the claimed generators. This is because the dot products
τ t (e0/a± ei/wi) = −1±τ tei/wi take values in {−2,−1, 0}, and equal 0 if and only if
the sign is positive and i ≤ k. (4) The face F∨ is generated by the extreme rays of C∗
which have vanishing dot product with u1, . . . ,uk. The claim is therefore immediate
from the list of extreme rays of C∗ computed in part (2). 
Given z ∈ Rd+1 we would like to find an expression z = c+c′ with c in the relative
interior of a face F ⊆ C and c′ an element of the face F∨ ⊆ C∗, as this certifies that
piC(z) = c and gives us a formula for the projection. Note that unlike F , the face F
∨
is generally not simplicial. However, as shown in the previous lemma, the faces of
C∗ are cones over hypercubes, and every hypercube admits a natural decomposition
into simplices: the hypercube |xi| ≤ 1 in Rd decomposes into d! simplices which are
the images of P = {x : 1 ≥ x1 ≥ x2 ≥ · · · ≥ xd ≥ 0} under all permutations of the
components. This decomposition is the geometric motivation for the following key
lemma.
Lemma 3.2. If z ∈ Rd+1 then the following statements hold:
(1) For any integer m = 1, . . . , d the vectors u1, . . . ,um,vm, . . .vd are a basis for
Rd+1.
(2) Assume z1/w1 ≥ · · · ≥ zd/wd ≥ 0 and define b1 ≤ b2 ≤ · · · ≤ bd by the
formula
bj :=
{∑j
i=1 wizi − (
a2+
∑j
i=1 w
2
i )
wj+1
zj+1 if 1 ≤ j ≤ d− 1,∑d
i=1 wizi if j = d.
If l is the unique integer for which the inequalities bl−1 < az0 ≤ bl hold (here
by convention we set b−1 = −∞ and bd+1 =∞) then letting t := −az0+
∑l
i=1 wizi
a2+
∑l
i=1 w
2
i
and αi := wizi − w2i t we have
(a) The projection of z towards C lands in the relative interior of the l-
dimensional face Fl = cone{u1, . . . ,ul}, and is given by the formula
piC(z) =
l∑
i=1
αiui
(b) The following equality holds
‖piC(z)‖2 = (z0 + at)2 +
l∑
i=1
(zi − wit)2.
Proof. (1) For any integer m with 1 ≤ m ≤ d and any real numbers α1, . . . , αm,
βm, . . . , βd let s(α) =
∑m
i=1 αi and t(β) =
∑d
i=m βi. If z =
∑m
i=1 αiui +
∑d
i=m βivi,
then the following equalities hold
zi =

s(α)/a− at(β) if i = 0,
αi/wi + wit(β) if 1 ≤ i ≤ m,
wi(−βm − · · · − βi−1 + βi + · · ·+ βd) if m+ 1 ≤ i ≤ d.
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As a result αi = wizi − w2i t(β) for i = 1, . . . ,m. Replacing these expressions for αi
in the equation for z0 we conclude that the equality
az0 =
m∑
i=1
wizi − t(β)
(
a2 +
m∑
i=1
w2i
)
holds, obtaining a formula for t(β) in terms of the components of z:
t(β) =
−az0 +
∑m
i=1wizi
a2 +
∑m
i=1w
2
i
.
Combining this formula with the expressions for zm+1, . . . , zd above, we find that the
remaining coefficients βm, . . . , βd satisfy
2βi =
{
t(β)− zm+1/wm+1 if i = m,
zi/wi − zi+1/wi+1 if m+ 1 ≤ i ≤ d.
We conclude that the d+1 vectors u1, . . . ,um,vm, . . . ,vd generate all of Rd+1 and are
therefore a basis. (2) The vector z is a convex combination of a vector in the relative
interior of the face Fm and the vectors vm, . . . ,vd ∈ F∨ if and only if α1, . . . , αm > 0
and βm, . . . , βd ≥ 0.
Since z1/w1 ≥ · · · ≥ zd/wd ≥ 0, the formula for βi derived in the proof of part (1)
immediately implies that βm+1, . . . , βd ≥ 0.
Moreover the formulas for βm and t(β) in the proof of part (1) show that βm ≥ 0
if and only if the following inequality holds
−az0 +
∑m
i=1wizi
a2 +
∑m
i=1w
2
i
≥ zm+1
wm+1
,
or equivalently, if bm ≥ az0.
Finally, αi is strictly positive for i = 1, . . . ,m if and only if the ratios
αi
w2i
=
zi/wi − t(β) are strictly positive. The smallest of these ratios is achieved when
i = m. Using the formula for t(β) again, this quantity is positive if and only if the
inequality
zm
wm
>
−az0 +
∑m
i=1wizi
a2 +
∑m
i=1w
2
i
holds, or equivalently, if bm−1 < az0.
To finish the proof we need to verify that if z is any point with z1/w1 ≥ · · · ≥
zd/wd ≥ 0 then there exists a unique index m for which bm−1 < az0 ≤ bm. This
follows from the fact that the bi form a non-decreasing sequence, as
bi − bi−1 =

(
a2 +
∑i
r=1 w
2
r
)
(zi/wi − zi+1/wi+1) if 1 ≤ i ≤ d− 1,(
a2 +
∑d
r=1 w
2
r
)
zd/wd if i = d,
is always nonnegative. It follows that for any z ∈ Rd+1 with z1/w1 ≥ · · · ≥ zd/wd ≥ 0
the projection in the direction of C is given by piC(z) =
∑m
i=1 αiui = (s(α)/a)e0 +∑m
i=1(αi/wi)ei, as claimed. The formula for ‖piC(z)‖2 follows by using the equalities
z0 + at(β) = s(α)/a and αi/wi = zi − wit(β) derived in the proof of part (1). 
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Next we will relate the descent cones D(I,w) of the norm ‖ · ‖w1 at a point y ∈ Rd
with support I := supp(y) with the cones over weighted crosspolytopes from the
previous lemma. As the descent cone depends only on I and w, in order to compute
it we can assume that y = 1
k
∑
i∈I ei/wi.
Lemma 3.3. Suppose |I| = k 6= d. The descent cone D(I,w) is isometric to the
cone
D′(I,w) := cone{e0/a± ei/wi : i = 1, . . . , d− k} × Rk−1,
where e0, e1, . . . , ed−k are the standard basis vectors of Rd−k+1, and a :=
√∑
i∈I w
2
i .
Proof. Let Bw be the unit ball in the weighted norm ‖ · ‖w1 . Since ||y||w1 = 1 the
equality D(I,w) = cone{z− y : z ∈ Bw} holds. As a result
D(I,w) = cone{±ei/wi − y : i = 1, . . . , d}
= cone{±ei/wi − y : i /∈ I}+ cone{−ei/wi − y : i ∈ I}
+ cone{ei/wi − y : i ∈ I}.
Since the generators of the last cone satisfy the relation
∑
i∈I(ei/wi − y) = 0, we
conclude that this cone equals the (k − 1)-dimensional subspace
L = {z ∈ Rd : ∑i∈I wizi = 0 and zi = 0 for any i /∈ I}.
We thus have
D(I,w) = cone{±ei/wi − y : i /∈ I}+ cone{−ei/wi − y : i ∈ I}+ L.
Since k 6= d, the first summand in this expression contains the vector −2y. It follows
that the middle summand in the expression is redundant, because for any i ∈ I we
have (−ei/wi − y) + 2y ∈ L. Therefore
(3.1) D(I,w) = cone{±ei/wi − y : i /∈ I}+ L.
Now, let a :=
√∑
i∈I w
2
i . The vectors e
′
0, e
′
1, . . . , e
′
d−k defined as e
′
0 := − 1a
∑
i∈I wiei
and {e′1, . . . , e′d−k} := {ei : i /∈ I} form an orthonormal basis for the orthogonal com-
plement L⊥. We can write the generators of the cone in the right hand side of
Equation (3.1) as ±ei/wi − y = (e′0/a± ei/wi)− (y + e′0/a). The vector y + e′0/a is
in the subspace L, so we have
D(I,w) = cone{(e′0/a± ei/wi)− (y + e′0/a) : i /∈ I}+ L
= cone{e′0/a± ei/wi : i /∈ I}+ L
= cone{e′0/a± e′i/wi : i = 1, . . . , d− k}+ L,
from which the claimed result follows. 
We are now ready to prove the main result of this section, which gives us explicit
formulas for the projection onto arbitrary descent cones D(I,w). For the reader’s
convenience we summarize the relevant notation below,
Notation. For y ∈ Rd let I = supp(y) and k := |I|. Define J := {1, . . . , d} \ I
and a :=
√∑
i∈I w
2
i . Let q1, . . . ,qk−1 be an orthonormal basis of the subspace
L = {x ∈ Rd : ∑wixi = 0,∀j ∈ J(xj = 0)}, and take e′0 := − 1a∑i∈I wiei. Note that
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q1, . . . ,qk−1, e′0 and the ej with j ∈ J form an orthonormal basis of Rd. We will
describe the formula for the projection onto D(I,w) in that basis.
Theorem 3.4. For z = z0e
′
0 +
∑
j∈J zjej +
∑k−1
j=1 gkqk ∈ Rd let j1, . . . , jd−k be a
permutation of J such that |zj1|/wj1 ≥ · · · ≥ |zjd−k |/wjd−k . Define
bl :=

∑l
i=1wji |zji | −
(a2+
∑l
i=1 w
2
ji
)
wjl+1
|zjl+1| if 1 ≤ l ≤ d− k − 1,∑d−k
i=1 wji |zji | if l = d− k.
and let m be the unique integer such that bm−1 < az0 ≤ bm (with the convention
that b−1 = −∞ and bd−k+1 = ∞). If t := −az0+
∑m
i=1 wji |zji |
a2+
∑m
i=1 w
2
ji
, αi := wji |zji | − w2jit and
ui := e
′
0/a+ (sign(zji)/wji)ei for i = 1, . . . ,m, then the following statements hold:
(1) The projection of z towards C := D(I,w) is in the relative interior of a face
of dimension m+ k − 1, and is given by the formula
piC(z) =
m∑
i=1
αiui +
k−1∑
j=1
gkqk.
(2) The following equality holds
‖piC(z)‖2 = (z0 + at)2 +
m∑
i=1
(|zji| − wjit)2 +
k−1∑
j=1
g2j
Proof. By Lemma 3.3 the projection is the direct sum of the identity in L and the
usual projection to the cone D′(I,w) ⊆ L⊥. The correctness of the above formulas
therefore follows from Lemma 3.1 part (1) and Lemma 3.2. 
The previous Theorem suggests a simple Monte Carlo algorithm for estimating the
expected statistical dimension δ(w) for a given set of weights w, namely:
(1) Generate N independent samples Xi ∼ F , i = 1, . . . , n.
(2) For each i generate an independent gaussian random vector z ∈ Rd and
compute via Theorem 3.4 the dimension Vi of the face of D(supp(Xi),w)
whose relative interior contains piC(z).
(3) Return V¯ :=
∑
Vi
N
.
Remark 3.5. By the orthonormality of the basis used in Theorem 3.4 it is possible
to sample a Gaussian random vector by putting independent standard normal coef-
ficients in this basis. The dimension computation only depends on the coefficients z0
and zj for j ∈ J , so only those need to be sampled reducing the computation time.
How many samples Vi are enough to get a good estimation of δ(w)? Proposition
3.6 answers this question.
Proposition 3.6. Let (Vi) be i.i.d. random variables generated by the above Algo-
rithm with input w and F . If V¯ = 1
n
∑n
i=0 Vi then P(|V¯ − δ¯(w)| > t) ≤ ε whenever
n ≥ log(2/ε)d2
2t2
.
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Proof. The variables (Vi)
n
i have a bounded range, between 0 and d. Therefore, the
hypotheses for Hoeffding’s inequality, [Hoe63], are fulfilled and
P(|V¯ − δ(w)| > t) ≤ 2 exp
(
−2nt
2
d2
)
.
By taking n as in the theorem the result follows. 
4. A Monte Carlo gradient descent algorithm
In this section we develop a Monte Carlo gradient descent algorithm for minimizing
δ(w). Our algorithm depends on having an analytic formula for the derivative of the
squared length of the projection onto a descent cone. The relationship between this
formula and the statistical dimension is explained by the following lemma.
Proposition 4.1. Let X0 be a random vector with distribution F and let I =
supp(X0). Take C := D(I,w) and δ¯(w) the expected statistical dimension defined
in (2.2). Then
∂δ¯(w)
∂ws
= EIEg
(
∂‖piC(g)‖2
∂ws
)
for any s = 1, . . . , d.
Proof. It is possible to commute the differential operator ∂(·)
∂wl
with the two expected
values. Indeed, the first expected value EI is a simple sum, and for Eg we use a
measure theoretic version of the Leibniz integral rule. 
Motivated by the previous proposition we derive an analytic formula for the gra-
dient of ‖piC(g)‖2 with respect to the weights. The main difficulty lies in the fact
that the numbers gk appearing in Theorem 3.4 part (2) depend on the weights w
for a fixed value of z. To capture this dependency we will compute the projection in
the canonical basis, which uses the notation summarized in the paragraph preceding
Theorem 3.4.
Proposition 4.2. For z = (z1, . . . , zd) ∈ Rd let a :=
√∑
i∈I w
2
i , z0 := −
∑
i∈I wizi/a,
and let j1, . . . , jd−k be a permutation of J such that |zj1 |/wj1 ≥ · · · ≥ |zjd−k |/wjd−k .
Define
bl :=

∑l
i=1wji |zji | −
(a2+
∑l
i=1 w
2
ji
)
wjl+1
|zjl+1| if 1 ≤ l ≤ d− k − 1,∑d−k
i=1 wji |zji | if l = d− k,
and let m be the unique integer such that bm−1 < az0 ≤ bm (with the convention
that b−1 = −∞ and bd−k+1 = ∞). If the inequalities |zj1|/wj1 ≥ · · · ≥ |zjd−k |/wjd−k
and az0 ≤ bm are strict then the following formula holds:
∂‖piC(z)‖2
∂ws
=
∂
∂ws
(
(z0 + at)
2 − z20 +
m∑
i=1
(|zji | − wjit)2
)
where
t =
∑
i∈I wizi +
∑m
j=1 wji |zji |∑
j∈J w
2
j +
∑m
i=1w
2
ji
.
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Proof. By Lemma 3.3 the projection is the direct sum of the identity in L and the
usual projection to the cone D′(I,w)∩L⊥. As a result the equality piC(z) = piL(z) +
piC(piL⊥(z)) holds. The right hand side is a decomposition into mutually orthogonal
vectors and therefore the equalities
‖piC(z)‖2 = ‖piL(z)‖2 + ‖piC(piL⊥(z))‖2 =
(‖z‖2 − ‖piL⊥(z)‖2)+ ‖piC(piL⊥(z))‖2
hold. As shown in Lemma 3.3 the vectors e′0 and {ej : j ∈ J} form an orthonormal
basis for L⊥ and therefore
piL⊥(z) = z0e
′
0 +
∑
j∈J
zjej.
where z0 is defined as above. Next we apply Theorem 3.4 part (2) to piL⊥ and conclude
that
‖piC(z)‖2 = ‖z‖2 −
(
z20 +
∑
j∈J
z2j
)
+ (z0 + at)
2 +
m∑
i=1
(|zji | − wjit)2.
where t is given by the above expression. Moreover this expression is valid in an open
neighborhood of w since all the above inequalities are assumed to be strict. Since
the zi for i 6= 0 do not depend on the weights w we conclude that
∂‖piC(z)‖2
∂ws
=
∂
∂ws
(
(z0 + at)
2 − z20 +
m∑
i=1
(|zji | − wjit)2
)
as claimed. 
The previous two propositions suggest a Monte Carlo algorithm for estimating
the gradient of the expected statistical dimension ∇wδ¯(w) = EIEg
(
∂‖piC(g)‖2
∂ws
)
,
namely:
(1) Generate N independent samples Xi ∼ F in Rd, i = 1, . . . , n.
(2) For each i generate an independent gaussian random vector z ∈ Rd and
compute via Proposition 4.2 the vector Di := ∇w (‖piC(z)‖2) where C =
D(supp(Xi),w).
(3) Return the vector D¯ :=
∑
Di
N
.
Using this procedure we developed a method of steepest descent for approximating
the weights w that minimize the expected statistical dimension δ¯. In each iteration,
we compute an estimate D¯ and we aim to walk in the direction opposite to it. To
decide about the step size we use a backtracking-like approach, i.e. we start with a
step size τ that does not violate the nonnegativity of the weights and then we use
the Monte Carlo from the previous Section to check if wk − τD¯ makes the expected
statistical dimension smaller; if it is the case then we update the weights, otherwise
we set τ = τ/2 and repeat. In the following section, we present some numerical
examples on the practical performance of this algorithm.
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Figure 2. The figure on the left shows the estimated recovery fre-
quency; the figure on the right displays the expected intrinsic volumes
estimated with our Monte Carlo. The dark blue lines are the results
with our weights from Theorem 2.7, the orange lines are the results
with the classical approach, and the light blue lines are the results
with the weights obtained with the algorithm of Section 4.
5. Numerical examples
We consider three numerical examples. In two of them, first and third, we obtain
promising results for the way we choose our weights: our recovery algorithm using
the suitably weighted `1-norm outperforms the non-weighted approach. To select the
weights we employed two methods, the one described in Theorem 2.7 and the numer-
ical algorithm described in Section 4. In the second example we show a particular
setting in which our approach might not always be better.
We shall note that we always initialize our numerical algorithm to find the weights
with the vector w = (1, · · · , 1). Interestingly, if we initialize the algorithm with the
weights of Theorem 2.7, the numerical method fails to find a non-negligible step size
to continue. This suggests that these weights are a local optimum.
All the experiments were performed using MATLAB and the CVX package with
Gurobi as solver. We present three kinds of figures: Recovery Frequency, Expected
Intrinsic Volumes and Histograms of the statistical dimensions. To draw the Recov-
ery Frequency figures we executed the following procedure: for each m, number of
measurements, generate 100 independent instances of each problem with the given
distribution and with them estimate the frequency of perfect recovery. We defined
10−5 to be our success tolerance. For the Expected Intrinsic Volumes figures, we ran
the next algorithm: generate 1000 supports with the given distribution and for each
support generate 100 points following the algorithm in Section 3, count the frequency
to estimate ν¯k for all k. We only present the histogram in the first experiment, where
we explain how we made it.
5.1. Independent Bernoulli entries. For the first example we generate random
vectors X0 ∈ R128 using the following distribution: we partition the entries of X0
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into 8 blocks of the same length, and in every block we take the entries to be i.i.d.
random variables with a Bernoulli distribution, where the distribution parameter is
defined by the index of the block. The parameters are given by
︸ ︷︷ ︸︸ ︷︷ ︸ . . . ︸ ︷︷ ︸
B(1, 2−1) B(1, 2−2) B(1, 2−8)
.
Since the probability of being non-zero decreases exponentially in every block, then
vectors with this distribution are sparse with high probability. For this particular
example we present an histogram of the statistical dimensions of cones generated by
the points with this distribuition. In each histogram, we draw 1000 random supports
I and we estimate δ(I,w) with a Monte Carlo using 100 points as described at the
end of Section 3. For this case, these statistical dimensions are very concentrated,
as Figure 3 shows. Thus, the hypothesis for Theorem 2.4 are satisfied for as small
parameter η. Therefore, problem (Pw), with our weights, is guaranteed to have higher
success probability than (P).
Figure 3. Histograms of the statistical dimensions of random cones
generated with independent Bernoulli entries. On the left the his-
togram with cones with weights one. On the right the histogram with
cones with the weights found with (2.5).
5.2. A non-sharp case. For this experiment our choice of weights is not always the
best. Here we consider an artificial distribution with four possible supports, each one
with probability 1/4, as in Figure 4. One particular characteristic of this distribution
Figure 4. Possible supports: Each row represents a support; a blue
point is a 1 and white is a 0.
is that the intrinsic volumes for the descent cones corresponding to different supports
are concentrated around different locations. Since all the supports have equal prob-
ability, the expected intrinsic volumes are not concentrated, as we show in Figure
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5. Intuitively, what Theorem 2.4 is showing in this case is that the transition is not
sharp, and therefore by minimizing δ¯ we are not necessarily reducing the probability
of failure, i.e., the tail of the intrinsic volumes. We ran the descent algorithm pro-
posed in Section 4 starting at weights one. After two iterations, we obtained very
similar weights to the ones found using the bound in Theorem 2.7.
Figure 5. Expected instrinsic volumes of the non-sharp experiment.
Same conventions as in Figure 2.
Figure 6. Heat map of
one of the weights found.
5.3. MRI. We took real brain MRI from 5 patients.
The resonances were composed of multiple 2D slides of
the brain. In order to promote a sensible distribution in
this setting, we restricted only to the slides at eye-level
height. Subsequently, we centered and cut the images,
increasing the ratio between the non-zero entries and
the size of the image as much as possible. After this
process we ended up with 47 grayscale images of size
215× 184 pixels.
We performed a row-by-row reconstruction and tested
the weights described in Theorem 2.7, using a leave-one-
out cross-validation to measure the frequency of perfect
recovery for several number of measurements m. In
other words, we selected the ith image and used the rows of the other 46 images
to obtain the empirical distribution Fˆi, which we then used to compute the weights
wˆi and measure the frequency of perfect recovery of the ith image. We repeated the
procedure for all the images and took the average of the frequencies. Figure 7 shows
the results.
6. Conclusions and open questions
In this work, we showed that it is possible to take advantage of prior statistical
information from a signal, i.e. its support distribution, to improve the standard com-
pressed sensing method. In particular, we developed a method to shift the inflection
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Figure 7. Frequency of perfect recovery of the MRI experiment.
Same conventions as in Figure 2.
point of the statistical dimension by minimizing an appropriately weighted `1-norm.
To do so, we presented two ways to find good weights. Our methods pick the weights
aiming to minimize the expected statistical dimension, δ¯(w). The first method uses
an explicit formula, (2.5), based on an upper bound and the other uses a numerical
algorithm based on a Monte Carlo gradient descent procedure.
Moreover we proved through experiments that the proposed methods are effective
in many contexts in the sense that they increase the success probability for any m.
However, in the case where the expected intrinsic volumes were not concentrated
around their mean, our methods do not always beat the unweighted approach. It
appears that under these circumstances minimizing the statistical dimensions may
spread the expected intrinsic volumes, increasing their variance and their tail, and
thus the failure probability. It is therefore natural to ask: What to minimize when
the statistical dimension does not work? and how to find optimal weights in those
cases? We believe that one way to solve this problem is by fixing m, the number of
measurements, and choosing weights that minimize the probability of failure.
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